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You Your Cat And Me
Frank Hamilton

Verse:

E                           B
And you make me sweat right through

            C#/Dbm              B
I know that all I missed off my Christmas list

    E
Was you

 E                        B
And you make me think out loud

        C#/Dbm            B
And I m holding on but my heads just gone

         E
To the clouds.

             A                E
So won t you tie me down for good

             A               
So won t you tie me down for...

Chorus:

   E                                            A
(good)  Cause there s no where, I would rather be

                                 C#/Dbm
Than on your sofa, watching crap TV

                          B 
There s no one else there,

                                  A
Cause it s just you, your cat and me.

 *Repeat verse and chorus until bridge:*

E
If you think it, say it. If you think it, say it.



A
If you think it, say it. If you think it, say it.

E
If you think it, say it.If you think it, say it. (cover it up)

A
If you think it, say it. If you think it, say it.

C#/Dbm                   B
If you think it, say it. If you think it, then say it.

A
If you think it, say it - Cover it up cover it up

C#/Dbm                   B
If you think it, say it. If you think it, then say it.

A                       -
If you think it, say it - Cover it up cover it up

Chorus:

E                                       A
 Cause there s no where, I would rather be

                                 C#/Dbm
Than on your sofa, watching crap TV

                          B
There s no one else there,

                                  A
Cause it s just you, your cat and me. Cover it up cover it up.

E
If you think it, say it. If you think it, say it.

A
If you think it, say it. If you think it, say it.

C#/Dbm                   B
If you think it, say it. If you think it, then say it.

A                                -
If you think it, if you think it - cover it up cover it up.
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